AN OPEN LETTER TO GULF SHAREHOLDERS – 4 APRIL 2011

Dear Gulf Shareholders,
Further to my letter of 14 October 2010 in which I went into some detail about Gulf International
Minerals Ltd (Gulf (Canada)) and its activities since 2004. I indicated that Gulf (Canada) was in
discussions with Central Asian Minerals & Resources Plc (CAMAR) to dispose of its 49% interest in
Aprelevka, the joint venture in Tajikistan. To this end Gulf International Minerals Limited (Gulf (UK))
was created as a 100% subsidiary of Gulf (Canada) to enter into new Charter and Foundation
Agreements with Gulf’s Tajik partner. This was completed on 12 February 2011.
CAMAR has now made its proposals for acquiring Gulf (UK) in an all share transaction with Gulf
(Canada). CAMAR proposes to issue to Gulf (Canada) the same number of shares in existence in
CAMAR immediately prior to this transaction which is 4,188,087 Shares. At the same time CAMAR is
raising a further £920,000 in cash at 60p per share.
The net effect of this, if approved by both Gulf (Canada) and CAMAR shareholders will be that Gulf
(Canada) will own 42% of CAMAR going forward. CAMAR will then apply for re‐admission on to the
PLUS market on the London Stock Exchange with the expectation that CAMAR shares will commence
trading again on 26 April 2011.
Further funds of a considerable nature will be required to develop the potential of Aprelevka and the
Foundation Agreement calls for Gulf (UK) to invest a further US$5.088m before 12 April 2012. It is
CAMAR’s intention to raise this and more during the course of 2011 and at improving prices. This
will depend on the success of Aprelevka in improving its current production capability and
developing a feasible exploration programme, both of which will require funding. As a guesstimate
CAMAR will need to invest at least US$30‐50m in Aprelevka during the next few years. If successful
then I suspect that Gulf (Canada’s) investment in CAMAR will at last start to realise shareholder
value for Gulf (Canada’s) long suffering shareholders.
Gulf (Canada) also has an interest in Canada referred to as the Inel Claims and the Newmont Lake
Property claim. Gulf (Canada) entered into an agreement with Romios Gold, a Canadian company,
some years ago whereby Romios had options to acquire an interest in Gulf’s Newmont Lake Property
claim. This option has been partly exercised and the remaining part of the option may be exercised
before the end of December 2011. This will require Romios to make payment to Gulf (Canada) of
US$2m in cash or Romios shares at their choosing. I suspect therefore it will be shares.
On the assumption that Romios exercises its option and subsequently Gulf (Canada) sells some or all
of its Romios shares should it not receive cash then at that time Gulf (Canada) will explore ways of
listing on the TSX Venture exchange thereby once more enabling Gulf (Canada) shareholders to
freely trade their shares.
I hope this update will be useful, it is intended to be informative and helpful, however I would refer
you to the Official Offer Document which was posted by Gulf (Canada) to you or your broker on 31
March 2011 and which gives full details of the CAMAR offer to acquire Gulf (UK). It is also available
for viewing on the Gulf (Canada) web site.

